
wireless control of an LED



the XBee transceiver

• transmitter: sends radio waves 
• receiver: receives radio waves
• transceiver: sends AND receives



hooking up  your switch – transmitter side

use a switch from your 
control box 
(forward or left)

does not 
have to be 
in this row



hooking up your XBEE

pin P0

pin P2

Vss

Vdd

first 4 pins

you may wish to use this 
breadboard space to build 
your switch or LED circuits



program the transmitter

As the name implies, this code 
causes the transceiver 
modules to connect with each 
other. It can/should be used 
without editing. The message 
indicating “Configuration 
Complete” may appear a few 
seconds before you will 
actually be able to  drive your 
vehicle

Resets the value stored in X 
each time the code loops

Declares a variable X into which 
“instructions” can be stored

Sets a transmission channel. This channel is 
specified with a Hexadecimal number. We 
will supply your team with a unique value

This line establishes other settings for the 
transceiver that we don’t need to discuss

This line calls a subroutine that will cause the 
transceiver modules to connect with each other

Sets the pins used for transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) data. Only TX is used for transmitter

this IF statement only updates the value stored 
in X if  pin 3 has 5V applied to it (i.e. HIGH or 1)

SEROUT sends the value stored in X serially thru the 
wire plugged into P2 (TX) to the transmitter XBEE, 
which sends it wirelessly to the receiver XBEE

shows what value has been stored in X on the DEBUG terminal

allows time for the transmission to take place before sending something else
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program the receiver

sets a transmission channel. Make sure this 
number matches the one programmed into 
the transmitter

when the receiver XBEE receives a value wirelessly, 
it sends that value serially to pin P0. SERIN receives 
the value and stores it into X
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if a computer is hooked up to the receiver, a DEBUG terminal can show the values received

use IF statements to turn an LED connected to pin P1 on or off based on the received value 


